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We onsider marosopi, mesosopi and `S-sopi' quantum superpositions of eigenstates of an

observable, and develop some signatures for their existene. We de�ne the extent, or size S of a

superposition, with respet to an observable x̂, as being the range of outomes of x̂ predited by

that superposition. Suh superpositions are referred to as generalized S-sopi superpositions to

distinguish them from the extreme superpositions that superpose only the two states that have a

di�erene S in their predition for the observable. We also onsider generalized S-sopi superposi-
tions of oherent states. We explore the onstraints that are plaed on the statistis if we suppose

a system to be desribed by mixtures of superpositions that are restrited in size. In this way

we arrive at experimental riteria that are su�ient to dedue the existene of a generalized S-
sopi superposition. The signatures developed are useful where one is able to demonstrate a degree

of squeezing. We also disuss how the signatures enable a new type of Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen

gedanken experiment.

I. INTRODUCTION

Sine Shrödinger's seminal essay of 1935 [1℄, in whih

he introdued his famous at paradox, there has been a

great deal of interest and debate on the subjet of the

existene of a superposition of two marosopially dis-

tinguishable states. This issue is losely related to the so-

alled measurement problem [2℄. Some attempts to solve

this problem, suh as that of Ghirardi, Rimini, Weber

and Pearle [3℄, introdue modi�ed dynamis that ause a

ollapse of the wave funtion, e�etively limiting the size

of allowed superpositions.

It thus beomes relevant to determine whether a super-

position of states with a ertain level of distinguishability

an exist experimentally [4℄. Evidene [5, 6℄ for quantum

superpositions of two distinguishable states has been put

forward for a range of di�erent physial systems inlud-

ing SQUIDs, trapped ions, optial photons and photons

in mirowave high-Q avities. Signatures for the size of

superpositions have been disussed by Leggett [7℄ and,

more reently, by Korsbakken et al [8℄. Theoretial work

suggests that the generation of a superposition of two

truly marosopially distint states will be greatly hin-

dered by deoherene [9, 10℄.

Reently [11℄, we suggested to broaden the onept of

detetion of marosopi superpositions, by fousing on

signatures that on�rm, for some experimental instane,

a failure of mirosopi/mesosopi superpositions to pre-

dit the measured statistis. This approah is applia-

ble to a broader range of experimental situations based

on marosopi systems, where there would be a maro-

sopi range of outomes for some observable, but not

neessarily just two that are marosopially distint.

Reent work by Marquardt et al [12℄ reports experimen-

tal appliation of this approah.

The paradigmati example [5, 6, 13, 14℄ of a maro-

sopi superposition involves two states ψ+ and ψ−,
marosopially distint in the sense that the respetive

outomes of a measurement x̂ fall into regions of outome

domain, denoted + and −, that are marosopially dif-

ferent. We argue in [11℄ that a superposition of type

ψ+ + ψ0 + ψ−, (1)

that involves a range of states but with only some

pairs (in this ase ψ+ and ψ−) marosopially distint

must also be onsidered a type of marosopi super-

position (we all these generalized marosopi super-

positions), in the sense that it displays a nonzero o�-

diagonal density matrix element 〈ψ+|ρ|ψ−〉 onneting

two marosopially distint states, and hene annot

be onstruted from mirosopi superpositions of the

basis states of x̂. Suh superpositions [15, 16, 17, 18℄

are predited to be generated in ertain key marosopi

experiments, that have on�rmed ontinuous-variable

[19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29℄ squeezing and

entanglement, spin squeezing and entanglement of atomi

ensembles [30℄, and entanglement and violations of Bell

inequalities for disrete measurements on multi-photon

systems [31, 32, 33℄.

In this paper, we expand on our previous work [11℄ and

derive new riteria for the detetion of the generalized

marosopi (or S-sopi) superpositions using ontinu-

ous variable measurements. These riteria on�rm that a

marosopi system annot be desribed as any mixture

of only mirosopi (or s-sopi, where s < S) quantum
superpositions of eigenstates of x̂. We show how to apply

the riteria to detet generalized S-sopi superpositions
in squeezed and entangled states that are of experimental

interest.

The generalized marosopi superpositions still hold

interest from the point of view of Shrödinger's disus-

sion [1℄ of the apparent inompatibility of quantum me-

hanis with marosopi realism. This is so beause

suh superpositions annot be represented as a mixture

of states whih give outomes for x̂ that always orre-

spond to one or other (or neither) of the marosopi-
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ally distint regions + and −. The quantum mehanial

paradoxes assoiated with the generalized marosopi

superposition (1) have been disussed in previous papers

[11, 15, 16, 34, 35℄.

The riteria derived in this paper take the form of in-

equalities. Their derivation utilizes the unertainty prin-

iple and the assumption of ertain types of mixtures. In

this respet they are similar to riteria for inseparability

that have been derived by Duan et al [36℄ and Hofmann

and Takeuhi [37℄. Rather than testing for failure of sepa-

rable states, however, they test for failure of a phase spae

�marosopi separability�, where it is assumed that a

system is always in a mixture (never a superposition) of

marosopially separated states.

We will in this paper note that one an be more gen-

eral in the derivation of the inequalities, adopting the ap-

proah of Leggett and Garg [13℄ to de�ne a marosopi

reality without referene to any quantum onepts. One

may onsider a whole lass of theories, whih we refer

to as the minimum unertainty theories (MUTs) and to

whih quantum mehanis belongs, for whih the uner-

tainty relations hold and the inequalities therefore follow,

based on this marosopi reality. The experimental on-

�rmation of violation of these inequalities will then lead

to demonstration of a new type of Einstein-Podolsky-

Rosen argument (or �paradox�) [38℄, in whih the in-

onsisteny of a type of marosopi (S-sopi) reality

with the ompleteness of quantum mehanis is revealed

[11, 34℄. A diret analogy exists with the original EPR

argument, whih is a demonstration of the inompati-

bility of loal realism with the ompleteness of quantum

mehanis [39, 40, 41℄.

II. GENERALIZED S-SCOPIC COHERENCE

We introdue in this Setion the onept of a general-

ized S-sopi oherene [11℄, whih we de�ne in terms of

failure of ertain types of mixtures. In the next Setion,

we link this onept to that of the generalized S-sopi
superpositions (1).

We onsider a system whih is in a statistial mixture

of two omponent states. For example, if one attributes

probabilities ℘1 and ℘2 to underlying quantum states ρ1
and ρ2, respetively (where ρi denotes a quantum density

operator), then the state of the system will be desribed

as a mixture, whih in quantum mehanis is represented

as

ρ = ℘1ρ1 + ℘2ρ2. (2)

This an be interpreted as "the state is either ρ1 with

probability ℘1, or ρ2 with probability ℘2." The probabil-

ity for an outome x of any measurable physial quantity

x̂ an be written, for a mixture of the type (2), as

P (x) = ℘1P1(x) + ℘2P2(x), (3)

where Pi(x) (i = 1, 2) is the probability distribution of x
in the state ρi.

More generally, in any physial theory, the spei�a-

tion of a state ρ (where here ρ is just a symbol to denote
the state, but not neessarily a density matrix) fully spe-

i�es the probabilities of outomes of all experiments that

an be performed on the system. If we then have with

probability ℘1 a state ρ1 whih predits for eah observ-

able x̂ a probability distribution P1(x) and with proba-

bility ℘2 a seond state whih predits P2(x), then the

probability distribution for any observable x̂ given suh

mixture is of the form (3). The onept of oherene an

now be introdued.

De�nition 1: The state of a physial system

displays oherene between two outomes x1
and x2 of an observable x̂ if and only if the

state ρ of the system annot be onsidered a

statistial mixture of some underlying states

ρ1 and ρ2, where ρ1 assigns probability zero

for x2 and ρ2 assigns probability zero for x1.

This de�nition is independent of quantum mehanis.

Within quantum mehanis it implies that the quan-

tum density matrix representing the system annot be

deomposed in the form (2). Thus, for example, ρ =

℘+|ψ+〉〈ψ+|+℘−|ψ−〉〈ψ−| where |ψ±〉 = [|x1〉±|x2〉]/
√
2

does not display oherene between x1 and x2 beause it
an be rewritten to satisfy (2). The de�nition will allow

a state to be said to have oherene between x1 and x2 if
and only if there is no possible ensemble deomposition

of that state whih allows an interpretation as a mixture

(2), so that the system annot be regarded as being in

one or other of the states that an generate at most one

of x1 or x2.
We next de�ne the onept of generalized S-sopi o-

herene.

De�nition 2: We say that the state displays

generalised S-sopi oherene if and

only if there exist x1 and x2 with x2−x1 ≥ S
(we take x2 > x1), suh that ρ displays o-

herene between some outomes x ≤ x1 and

x ≥ x2. This oherene will be said to be

marosopi when S is marosopi.

If there is no generalized S-sopi oherene, then the

system an be desribed as a mixture (2) where now

states ρ1 and ρ2 assign nonzero probability only for

x < x2 and x > x1 respetively. This situation is de-

pited in Fig. 1.

An important lari�ation is needed at this point. It

is learly a vague matter to determine when S is maro-

sopi. What is important is that we are able to push the

boundaries of experimental demonstrations of S-sopi
oherene to larger values of S. We will keep the simpler

terminology, but the reader might want to understand

marosopi as S-sopi throughout the text.

Generalized marosopi oherene amounts to a loss

of what we will all a generalized marosopi reality.

The simpler form of marosopi reality that involves
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Figure 1: Probability distribution for outomes x of measure-

ment x̂. If x1 and x2 are marosopially separated, then

we might expet the system to be desribed as the mixture

(2), where ρ1 enompasses outomes x < x2, and ρ2 enom-

passes outomes x > x1. This means an absene of general-

ized marosopi oherene, as de�ned in Se. II.

only two states marosopially distint has been dis-

ussed extensively by Leggett [13, 14℄. This simpler ase

would be appliable to the situation of Fig. 1 if there

were zero probability for result in the intermediate region

x1 < x < x2. Marosopi reality in this simpler situa-

tion means that the system must be in one or other of

two marosopially distint states, ρ1 and ρ2, that pre-
dit outomes in regions x ≤ x1 and x ≥ x2, respetively.
The term �marosopi reality� is used [13℄ beause the

de�nition preludes that the system an be in a super-

position of two marosopially distint states, prior to

measurement. Generalized marosopi reality applies to

the broader situation, where probabilities for outomes

x1 < x < x2 are not zero, and means that where we

have two marosopially separated outomes x1 and x2,
the system an be interpreted as being in one or other

of two states ρ1 and ρ2, that an predit at most one of

x1 or x2. Again, the term marosopi reality is used,

beause this de�nition preludes that the system is a su-

perposition of two states that an give marosopially

separated outomes x1 and x2, respetively.

We note that Leggett and Garg [13℄ de�ne a maro-

sopi reality in whih they do not restrit to quantum

states ρ1 and ρ2, but allow for a more general lass of

theories where ρ1 and ρ2 an be hidden variable states of

the type onsidered by Bell [42℄. Suh states are not re-

strited by the unertainty relation that would apply to

eah quantum state, and hene the assumption of maro-

sopi reality as applied to these theories would not lead

to the inequalities we derive in this paper. This point

will be disussed in Se. IV, but the reader should note

that the de�nition of S-sopi oherene within quantum

mehanis means that ρ1 and ρ2 are quantum states.

III. GENERALIZED MACROSCOPIC AND

S-SCOPIC QUANTUM SUPERPOSITIONS

We now link the de�nition of generalized marosopi

oherene to the de�nition of generalized marosopi su-

perposition states [11℄. Generally we an express ρ as a

mixture of pure states |ψi〉. Thus

ρ =
∑

i

℘i|ψi〉〈ψi|, (4)

where we an expand eah |ψi〉 in terms of a basis set

suh as the eigenstates |x〉 of x̂: |ψi〉 =
∑

x cx|x〉.
Theorem A: The existene of oherene between out-

omes x1 and x2 of an observable x̂ is equivalent, within

quantum mehanis, to the existene of a nonzero o�-

diagonal element in the density matrix, i.e, 〈x1| ρ |x2〉 6=
0.
Proof: The proof is given in Appendix A. �

Theorem B: In quantum mehanis, there exists o-

herene between outomes x1 and x2 of an observable x̂
i� in any deomposition (4) of the density matrix, there

is a nonzero ontribution from a superposition state of

the type

|ψS〉 = cx1 |x1〉+ cx2 |x2〉+
∑

x 6=x1,x2

cx |x〉 (5)

with cx1 ,cx2 6= 0.
Proof : If eah |ψi〉 annot be written in the spei�

form (5), then eah |ψi〉〈ψi| is either of form ρ1 or ρ2,
so that we an write ρ as the mixture (2). Hene the

existene of oherene, whih implies ρ annot be written
as (2), implies the superposition must always exist in (4).

The onverse is also true: if the superposition exists in

any deomposition, then there exists an irreduible term

in the deomposition that assigns nonzero probabilities to

both x1 and x2, and therefore the density matrix annot

be written as (2). �

We say that a generalized S-sopi superposition of

states |x1〉 and |x2〉 exists when any deomposition (4)

must ontain a nonzero probability for a superposition

(5), where x1 and x2 are separated by at least S.
Throughout this paper, we de�ne the size of the gen-

eralized superposition

|ψ〉 =
∑

k

ck|xk〉 (6)

(where |xk〉 are eigenstates of x̂ and eah ck 6= 0) to be

the range of its predition for x̂, this range being the

maximum value of |xk − xj | where |xk〉 and |xj〉 are any
two omponents of the superposition (6) (so ck,cj 6= 0).
From the above disussions it follows that within quan-

tum mehanis, the existene of generalized S-sopi o-
herene between x1 and x2 (here |x2 − x1| = S) implies

the existene of a generalized S-sopi superposition of

type (5), whih an be written as

|ψ〉 = c−ψ− + c0ψ0 + c+ψ+, (7)
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where the quantum state ψ− assigns some nonzero prob-

ability only to outomes smaller than or equal to x1, the
quantum state ψ+ assigns some nonzero probability only

to outomes larger than or equal to x2, and the state ψ0

assigns nonzero probabilities only to intermediate values

satisfying x1 < x < x2. Where S is marosopi, expres-

sion (7) depits a generalized marosopi superposition

state. In this ase then, only the states ψ− and ψ+ are

neessarily marosopially distint. We regain the tradi-

tional extreme marosopi quantum state c−ψ−+ c+ψ+

when c0 = 0.

IV. MINIMUM UNCERTAINTY THEORIES

We now follow a proedure similar to that used to de-

rive riteria useful for the on�rmation of inseparability

[36℄. The underlying states ρ1 and ρ2 omprising the mix-

ture (2) are themselves quantum states, and so eah will

satisfy the quantum unertainty relations with respet

to omplementary observables. This and the assump-

tion of Eq. (2) will imply a set of onstraints, whih

take the form of inequalities. The violation of any one

of these is enough to on�rm the observation of a gen-

eralized marosopi oherene�that is, of a generalized

marosopi superposition of type (7).

While our spei� aim is to develop riteria for quan-

tum marosopi superpositions, we present the deriva-

tions in as general a form as possible to make the point

that experimental violation of the inequalities would im-

ply not only a generalized marosopi oherene in quan-

tum theory, but a failure of the assumption (3) in all

theories whih plae the system in a probabilisti mix-

ture of two states, whih we designate by ρ1 and ρ2, and
for whih the appropriate unertainty relation holds for

eah of the states. In this sense, our approah is similar

to that of Bell [42℄, exept that the assumption used here

of minimum unertainties for outomes of measurements

would be regarded as more restritive than the loal hid-

den variable theory assumption on whih Bell's theorem

is based.

We make this point more spei� by de�ning a whole

lass of theories, whih we refer to as the minimum un-

ertainty theories (MUTs), that embody the assumption

that any state ρ within the theory will predit the same

unertainty relation for the varianes of two inompati-

ble observables x̂ and p̂ as is predited by quantum me-

hanis. This is a priori not an unreasonable thing to

postulate for a theory that may di�er from quantum me-

hanis in the marosopi regime but agree with all the

observations in the well-studied mirosopi regime. In

this paper we will fous on pairs of observables, like posi-

tion and momentum, for whih the unertainty bound is

a real number, whih with the use of saling and hoie

of units will be set to 1, so we an write an unertainty

relation assumed by all MUTs as

∆2x∆2p ≥ 1, (8)

where ∆2x and ∆2p are the varianes of x and p re-

spetively. This is Heisenberg's unertainty relation, and

quantum mehanis is learly a member of MUT. Other

quantum unertainty relations that will be spei�ally

used in this paper inlude

∆2x+∆2p ≥ 2, (9)

whih follows for the same hoie of units as that of Eq.

(8) and has been useful in derivation of inseparability

riteria [36℄.

V. SIGNATURES FOR GENERALIZED

S-SCOPIC SUPERPOSITIONS: BINNED

DOMAIN

In this setion we will derive inequalities that follow

if there are no s-sopi superpositions (where s > S), so
that violation of these inequalities implies existene of an

S-sopi superposition (or oherene), as de�ned in Ses.

II and III. The approah is similar to that often used

to detet entangled states. Separability implies inequal-

ities suh as those derived by Duan et al. (author?)

[36℄, and their violation thus implies existene of entan-

glement. This approah has been used to experimentally

on�rm entanglement, as desribed in Ref. (author?)

[22℄, among others. An experimental desription of the

approah we use here has been outlined by Marquardt et

al. (author?) [12℄.

We onsider two types of riteria for the detetion of

a generalized marosopi superposition (or oherene).

The �rst, of the type onsidered in [11℄, will be onsidered

in this setion and uses binned outomes to demonstrate

a generalized S-sopi superposition of states ψ+ and ψ−
that predit outomes in spei�ed regions denoted +1
and −1 respetively (Fig. 2), where these regions are

separated by a minimum distane S. We expand on some

earlier results of [11℄ for ompleteness and also introdue

more riteria of this type.

A. Single system

Consider a system A and a marosopi measurement

x̂ on A, the outomes of whih are spread over a maro-

sopi range. We partition the domain of outomes x for

this measurement into three regions, labeled l = −1, 0, 1
for the regions x ≤ −S/2, −S/2 < x < S/2, x ≥ S/2, re-
spetively. The probabilities for outomes to fall in those

regions are denoted ℘−, ℘0 and ℘+, respetively (Fig. 2).

If there is no generalized S-sopi oherene then there

is no oherene between outomes in l = 1 and l = −1,
and the state of system A an be written as

ρmix = ℘LρL + ℘RρR, (10)

where ρL predits outomes in the region x < S/2, ρR
predits outomes in the region x > −S/2, and ℘L and
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Figure 2: Probability distribution for a measurement x̂ . We

bin results to give three distint regions of outome: 0, −1,+1.

℘R are their respetive probabilities. The assumption of

this mixture (10) implies

P (y) = ℘LPL(y) + ℘RPR(y). (11)

Here y is the outome of some measurement that an be

performed on the system, and PR/L(y) is the probability
for a result y when the system is spei�ed as being in state

ρR/L. Where the measurement performed is x̂, so y = x,
there is the onstraint on Eq. (11) so that PR(x) = 0 for
x ≤ −S/2 and PL(x) = 0 for x ≥ S/2.

Now onsider an observable p̂ (with outomes p) in-

ompatible with x̂, suh that the varianes are on-

strained by the unertainty relation ∆2x∆2p ≥ 1. Our

goal is to derive inequalities from just two assumptions:

�rstly, that x̂ and p̂ are inompatible observables of quan-

tum mehanis (or of a minimum unertainty theory), so

the unertainty relation holds for both ρR/L; and, se-

ondly, that there is no generalized S-sopi oherene.

Violation of these inequalities will imply that one of

these assumptions is false. Within quantum mehanis,

for whih the �rst assumption is neessarily true, that

would imply the existene of a generalized marosopi

superposition of type (7) with outomes x1 and x2 sepa-
rated by at least S.

If the quantum state is of form (10) or if the theory

satis�es Eq. (11), then

∆2p ≥ ℘L∆
2
Lp+ ℘R∆

2
Rp, (12)

where ∆2p, ∆2
Lp and ∆2

Rp are the varianes of p in

the states ρmix, ρL and ρR, respetively. This follows

simply from the fat the variane of a mixture an-

not be less than the average variane of its omponent

states. Spei�ally, if a probability distribution for a

variable z is of the form P (z) =
∑N

i=1 ℘iPi(z), then

∆2z =
∑N

i=1 ℘i∆
2
i z +

1
2

∑

i6=i′ ℘i℘i′(〈z〉i − 〈z〉i′)2.
We an now, using Eq. (12) and the Cauhy-Shwarz

inequality, derive a bound for a partiular funtion of

varianes that will apply if the system is desribable as

the mixture Eq. (10)

(℘L∆
2
Lx+ ℘R∆

2
Rx)∆

2p ≥ [
∑

i=L,R

℘i∆
2
ix][

∑

i=L,R

℘i∆
2
i p]

≥ [
∑

i=L,R

℘i∆ix∆ip]
2

(13)

≥ 1.

The left-hand side is not diretly measurable, sine it

involves varianes of x̂ in two states whih have over-

lapping ranges of outomes. We must derive an upper

bound for ∆2
L/Rx in terms of measurable quantities. For

this we partition the probability distribution PR(x) a-
ording to the outome domains l = 0, 1, into normalized

probability distributions PR0(x) ≡ PR(x|x < S/2) and
P+(x) ≡ PR(x|x ≥ S/2):

PR(x) = ℘R0PR0(x) + ℘R+P+(x). (14)

Here ℘R+ =
∫∞
S/2

PR(x)dx = ℘+ and ℘R0 =
∫ S/2

0 PR(x)dx. It follows that ∆2
Rx = ℘R0∆

2
R0x +

℘R+∆
2
+x+℘R0℘R+(µ+−µR0)

2
, where µ+(∆

2
+x) and µR0

(∆2
R0x) are the averages (varianes) of P+(x) and PR0(x),

respetively. Using the bounds ℘R0 ≤ ℘0/(℘0 + ℘+),
∆2

R0x ≤ S2/4, ℘R+ ≤ 1 and 0 ≤ µ+ − µR0 ≤ µ+ + S/2,
we derive

∆2
Rx ≤ ∆2

+x+
℘0

℘0 + ℘+
[(S/2)2 + (µ+ + S/2)2] (15)

and, by similar reasoning,

∆2
Lx ≤ ∆2

−x+
℘0

℘0 + ℘−
[(S/2)2 + (µ− − S/2)2]. (16)

Here µ± and ∆2
±x are the mean and variane of the mea-

surable P±(x), whih, sine the only ontributions to the
regions + and - are from PR(x) and PL(x) respetively,
are equal to the normalized + and − parts of P (x), so
that P+(x) = P (x|x ≥ S/2) and P−(x) = P (x|x ≤
−S/2). We substitute Eq. (15) in Eq. (13), and use

℘0 + ℘+ ≥ ℘R and ℘0 + ℘− ≥ ℘L to derive the �nal

result whih is expressed in the following theorem.

Theorem 1: The assumption of no generalized S-
sopi oherene between outomes in regions +1 and

−1 of Fig. 2 (or, equivalently, of no generalized S-sopi
superpositions involving two states ψ− and ψ+ predit-

ing outomes for x̂ in the respetive regions +1 and −1)
will imply the unertainty relations

(∆2
avex+ ℘0δ)∆

2p ≥ 1 (17)

and

∆2
avex+∆2p ≥ 2− ℘0δ, (18)

where we de�ne ∆2
avex = ℘+∆

2
+x + ℘−∆2

−x and δ ≡
{(µ++S/2)2+(µ−−S/2)2+S2/2}+∆2

+x+∆2
−x. Thus,

the violation of either one of these inequalities implies the
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existene of a generalized S-sopi quantum superposi-

tion, and in this ase the superposition involves states

ψ+ and ψ− prediting outomes for x̂ in regions +1 and

−1, of Fig. 2, respetively.
As illustrated in Fig.2, the ∆2

±x and µ± are the vari-

ane and mean of P±(x), the normalized distribution over

the domain l = ±1. ℘± is the total probability for a re-

sult x in the domain l = ±1, while ℘0 = 1− (℘+ + ℘−).
The measurement of the probability distributions for x̂
and p̂ are all that is required to determine whether vio-

lation of the inequality (17) or (18) ours. Where x̂ and

p̂ orrespond to optial �eld quadratures, suh distribu-

tions have been measured, for example, by Smithey et al.

[43℄.

Proof : The assumption of no suh generalized S-
sopi superposition implies Eq. (10). We have proved

that Eq. (17) follows. To prove Eq. (18), we start from

Eq. (10) and the unertainty relation (9), and derive a

bound that will apply if the system is desribable as Eq.

(10): (℘L∆
2
Lx + ℘R∆

2
Rx) + ∆2p ≥ [

∑

i=L,R ℘i∆
2
ix] +

[
∑

i=L,R ℘i∆
2
i p] ≥ [

∑

i=L,R ℘i[∆
2
ix + ∆2

i p] ≥ 2. Using

(15), (16) and ℘0 + ℘+ ≥ ℘R and ℘0 + ℘− ≥ ℘L we get

the �nal result. �

B. Bipartite systems

One an derive similar riteria where we have a system

omprised of two subsystems A and B. In this ase, a

redued variane may be found in a ombination of ob-

servables from both subsystems. A ommon example is

where there is a orrelation between the two positions

XA
and XB

of subsystems A and B respetively, and

also between the two momenta PA
and PB

. Suh or-

relation was disussed by Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen

[38℄ and is alled EPR orrelation. If a su�iently strong

orrelation exists, it is possible that both the position

di�erene XA−XB
and the momenta sum PA+PB

will

have zero variane.

Where we have two subsystems that may demonstrate

EPR orrelation, we may onstrut a number of useful

omplementary measurements that may reveal general-

ized marosopi superpositions. The simplest situation

is where we again onsider superpositions with respet to

the observable XA
of system A. Complementary observ-

ables inlude observables of the type

P̃ = PA − gPB, (19)

where g is an arbitrary onstant and PB
is an observable

of system B. We denote the outomes of measurements

XA, PA, PB, P̃ by the lower ase symbols xA, pA, pB, p̃
respetively. The Heisenberg unertainty relation is

∆2xA∆2
inf,Lp

A = ∆2xA∆2p̃ ≥ 1. (20)

We have introdued ∆2
inf,Lp

A = ∆2p̃ so that a onne-

tion is made with notation used previously in the ontext

of demonstration of the EPR paradox [41, 44℄. More gen-

erally [39, 41℄, we de�ne an inferene variane

∆2
infp

A =
∑

pB

P (pB)∆2(pA|pB), (21)

whih is the average onditional variane for PA
at A

given a measurement of PB
at B. The ∆2(pA|pB) are

the varianes of the onditional probability distributions

P (pA|pB). We note that ∆2
inf,Lp

A
is the linear regres-

sion estimate of ∆2
infp

A
, but that we have ∆2

infp
A =

∆2
inf,Lp

A
for the ase of Gaussian states [41℄. The un-

ertainty relation

∆2xA∆2
infp

A ≥ 1 (22)

and also ∆2pA∆2
infx

A ≥ 1, holds true for all quan-

tum states [35℄, so that we an interhange ∆2
infp

A
with

∆2
inf,Lp

A
in the proofs and theorems below.

Theorem 2: Where we have a system omprised of

subsystems A and B, the absene of generalized S-sopi
superpositions with respet to the measurement XA

im-

plies

(∆2
avex

A + ℘0δ)∆
2
infp

A ≥ 1. (23)

∆2
avex

A
, ℘0 and δ are de�ned as for theorem 1 for the

distribution P (xA). ∆2
infp

A
is de�ned by Eq. (21) and

involves measurements performed on both systems A and

B. The inequality Eq. (23) also holds replaing ∆2
infp

A

with ∆2
inf,Lp

A
whih is de�ned by Eq. (20). Thus viola-

tion of Eq. (23) implies the existene of the generalized

S-sopi superposition, involving states prediting out-

omes for XA
in regions +1 and −1.

Proof : The proof follows in idential fashion to that

of theorem 1, exept in this ase the ρL and ρR of Eq.

(10) are states of the omposite system, and there is no

onstraint on these exept that the domain for outomes

of XA
is restrited as spei�ed in the de�nition of ρR/L.

The expansion (4) for the density matrix as a mixture is

ρ =
∑

r ℘r|ψr〉〈ψr| where now ψr =
∑

i,j ci,j |xi〉A|xj〉B,
|xj〉B being eigenstates of an observable of system B that

form a basis set for states of B. The generalized super-

position (5) thus beomes in this bipartite ase

|ψr〉 = c1 |x1〉A |u1〉B+c2 |x2〉A |u2〉B+
∑

i6=1,2

cij |xi〉A |xj〉B,

(24)

where |u1〉 and |u2〉 are pure states for system B. If

we assume no generalized S-sopi superposition, then ρ
an be written without ontribution from a state of form

(24) and we an write ρ as Eq. (10). The onstraint

(10) implies P (p̃) =
∑

I=R,L ℘IPI(p̃) where PR|L(p̃) is

the probability distribution of p̃ for state ρR/L. Thus Eq.

(12) also holds for p̃ replaing p, as do all the results (14)-
(16) involving the varianes of xA. Also, Eq. (12) holds
for ∆2

infp
A
(see Appendix B). Thus we prove theorem 2

by following Eqs. (12)-(17). �
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In order to violate the inequality (23), we would look to

minimize ∆2
infp

A
, or ∆2

inf,Lp
A = ∆2p̃. For the optimal

EPR states, PA + PB
has zero variane, and one would

hoose for P̃ the ase of g = −1, so that p̃ = pA +
pB, where pB is the result of measurement of PB

at B.
This ase gives ∆2

infp
A = 0. More generally for quantum

states that are not the ideal ase of EPR, our hoie of p̃
beomes so as to optimize the violation of Eq. (23) and

will depend on the quantum state onsidered. This will

be explained further in Se. VIII.

A seond approah is to use as the marosopi mea-

surement a linear ombination of observables from both

systems A and B, so for example we might have x̂ =
(XA+XB)/

√
2 and p̂ = (PA+PB)/

√
2. Relevant uner-

tainty relations inlude (based on |[XA, PA]| = 2 whih

gives ∆xA∆pA = 1)

∆(xA + xB)∆(pA + pB) ≥ 2 (25)

and

∆2(xA + xB) + ∆2(pA + pB) ≥ 4. (26)

and from these we an derive riteria for generalized S-

sopi oherene and superpositions.

Theorem 3: The following inequalities if violated will

imply existene of generalized S-sopi superpositions

(

∆2
ave(

xA + xB√
2

) + ℘0δ
)

∆2(
pA + pB√

2
) ≥ 1 (27)

and

∆2
ave(

xA + xB√
2

) + ∆2(
pA + pB√

2
) ≥ 2− ℘0δ. (28)

We write in terms of the normalized quadratures so that,

following Eq. (25), ∆2(x
A+xB
√
2

) < 1 would imply squeez-

ing of the variane below the quantum noise level. The

quantities ∆2
avex, ℘0 and δ are de�ned as for theorem

1, but we note that P (x) in this ase is the distribution

for x̂ = (XA +XB)/
√
2. S now refers to the size of the

superposition of (XA +XB)/
√
2.

Proof: In this ase the ρR/L of Eq. (10) are de�ned

as spei�ed originally in (10) but where x is now de-

�ned as the outome of the measurement x̂ = (XA +

XB)/
√
2. The failure of the form (10) for ρ is equivalent

to the existene of a generalized superposition of type

(24) where now |xi〉 refers to eigenstates of XA + XB
.

Thus the eigenstates |xi〉 are of the general form |xi〉 =
∑

xj
cj |xj〉A|xi−xj〉B . The mixture (10) implies Eq. (12)

where now p refers to the outome of p̂ = (PA +PB)
√
2,

and will imply a similar inequality for x̂. Appliation of

unertainty relation (25) for the produts an be used in

Eq. (13), and the proof of the theorem follows as in (12)-

(17) of theorem 1. The seond result follows by applying

the proedure for proof of Eq. (18) but using the sum

unertainty relation (26). �

0 x
 

 

S
S

S

P(x)

Figure 3: We onsider an arbitrary probability distribution for

a measurement x̂ that gives a marosopi range of outomes.

VI. SIGNATURES OF NON-LOCATABLE

GENERALIZED S-SCOPIC SUPERPOSITIONS

A seond set of riteria will be developed, to demon-

strate that a generalized S-sopi superposition exists,

so that two states omprising the superposition predit

respetive outomes separated by at least size S, but in

this ase there is the disadvantage that no information is

obtained regarding the regions in whih these outomes

lie.

This lak of information is ompensated by a far sim-

pler form of the inequalities and inreased sensitivity of

the riteria. For pure states, a measurement of squeez-

ing ∆p implies a state that when written in terms of the

eigenstates of x is a superposition suh that ∆x ≥ 1/∆p.
With inreasing squeezing, the extent S of the super-

position inreases. To develop a simple relationship be-

tween S and ∆p for mixtures, we assume that there is

no suh generalized oherene between any outomes of

x̂ separated by a distane larger than S. This approah
gives a simple onnetion between the minimum size of

a superposition desribing the system and the degree of

squeezing that is measured for this system. The draw-

bak is the loss of diret information about the loation

(in phase spae for example) of the superposition. We

thus refer to these superpositions as "non-loatable".

A. Single systems

We onsider the outome domain of a marosopi ob-

servable x̂ as illustrated in Fig. 3, and address the ques-

tion of whether this distribution ould be predited from

mirosopi, or s-sopi (s < S), superpositions of eigen-
states of x̂ alone.

The assumption of no generalized S-sopi oherene
(between any two outomes of the domain for x̂) or,

equivalently, the assumption of no generalized S-sopi
superpositions, with respet to eigenstates of x̂, means

that the state an be written in the form

ρS =
∑

i

℘iρSi. (29)
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Here eah ρSi is the density operator for a pure quantum

state that is not suh a generalized S-sopi superposi-
tion, so that ρSi has a range of possible outomes for x̂
separated by less than S. Hene ρSi = |ψSi〉〈ψSi| where

|ψSi〉 =
∑

k

ck|xk〉 (30)

but the maximum separation of any two states |xk〉,|xk′ 〉
involved in the superposition (that is with ck, ck′ 6= 0 ) is
less than S, so |xk − xk′ | < S.
Assumption (29) will imply a onstraint on the mea-

surable statistis, namely that there is a minimum level of

unertainty in the predition for the omplementary ob-

servable p̂. The varianes of eah ρSi must be bounded

by

∆2
Six <

S2

4
. (31)

It is also true that

∆2p ≥
∑

i

℘i∆
2
Sip. (32)

Now the Heisenberg unertainty relation applies to eah

ρSi (the inequality also applies to the MUT's disussed

in Se. IV) so for the inompatible observables x̂ and p̂

∆2
Six∆

2
Sip ≥ 1. (33)

Thus a lower bound on the variane of p follows:

∆2p ≥
∑

i

℘i∆
2
Sip (34)

≥
∑

i

℘i
1

∆2
Six

>
4

S2
.

We thus arrive at the following theorem.

Theorem 4: The assumption of no generalized S-
sopi oherene in x̂ will imply the following inequality

for the variane of outomes of the omplementary ob-

servable p̂

∆p >
2

S
. (35)

The main result of this setion follows from theorem 4

and is that the observation of a squeezing ∆p in p̂ suh

that

∆p ≤ 2/S (36)

will imply the existene of an S- sopi superposition

cx|x〉+ cx+S |x+ S〉+ ...... (37)

namely, of a superposition of eigenstates |x〉 of x̂, that
give preditions for x̂ with a range of at least S. The

parameter S gives a minimum extent of quantum inde-

terminay with respet to the observable x̂. Here cx and

cx+S represent non-zero probability amplitudes.

In fat, using our riterion (36) squeezing in p (∆p < 1)
will rule out any expansion of the system density oper-

ator in terms of superpositions of |x〉 with S ≤ 2 (Fig.

4). Thus onset of squeezing is evidene of the onset of

quantum superpositions of size S > 2, the size S = 2
orresponding to the vauum noise level. This noise level

may be taken as a level of referene in determining the

relative size of the superposition. The experimental ob-

servation [29℄ of squeezing levels of ∆p ≈ 0.4 on�rms

superpositions of size at least S = 5.

B. Bipartite systems

For omposite systems omprised of two subsystems A
and B upon whih measurements XA

, PA
, XB

, PB
an

be performed, the approah of the previous setion leads

to the following theorems.

Theorem 5a. The assumption of no generalized S-
sopi oherene with respet to XA

implies

∆infp
A >

2

S
. (38)

∆2
infp

A
is de�ned as in Eq. (21). The result also holds

on replaing ∆2
infp with ∆2

inf,Lp as de�ned in Eq. (20).

Theorem 5b. The assumption of no generalized S-
sopi oherene with respet to x̂ = (XA + XB)/

√
2

implies

∆(
pA + pB√

2
) >

2

S
. (39)

Proof: The proofs follow as for theorem 4, but us-

ing the unertainty relations (20) and (25) in Eq. (34)

instead of Eq. (33). �

The observation of squeezing suh that Eq. (38) is

violated will imply the existene of an S-sopi superpo-
sition

cx|x〉A|u1〉B + cx+S |x+ S〉A|u2〉B + ...... (40)

namely, of a superposition of eigenstates |x〉A that give

preditions for XA
separated by at least S. Similarly,

the observation of two-mode squeezing suh that Eq.

(39) is violated will imply existene of an S-sopi su-

perposition of eigenstates of the normalized position sum

(XA +XB)/
√
2.

VII. CRITERIA FOR GENERALIZED S-SCOPIC
COHERENT STATE SUPERPOSITIONS

The riteria developed in the previous setion may be

used to rule out that a system is desribable as a mixture

of oherent states, or ertain superpositions of them. If a

system an be represented as a mixture of oherent states

|α〉 the density operator for the quantum state will be

expressible as

ρ =

∫

P (α)|α〉〈α|d2α (41)
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Figure 4: P (x) for a oherent state |α〉: ∆x = ∆p = 1.

whih is, sine P (α) is positive for a mixture, the

Glauber-Sudarshan P-representation [45℄. The quadra-

tures x̂ and p̂ are de�ned as x = a+a† and p = (a−a†)/i,
so that∆x = ∆p = 1 for this minimum unertainty state,

where here a, a† are the standard boson reation and an-

nihilation operators, so that a|α〉 = α|α〉. Proving fail-

ure of mixtures of these oherent states would be a �rst

requirement in a searh for marosopi superpositions,

sine suh mixtures expand the system density operator

in terms of states with equal yet minimum unertainty

in eah of x and p, that therefore do not allow signi�ant

marosopi superpositions in either.

The oherent states form a basis for the Hilbert spae

of suh bosoni �elds, and any quantum density operator

an thus be expanded as a mixture of oherent states

or their superpositions. It is known [46℄ that systems

exhibiting squeezing (∆p < 1) annot be represented by

the Glauber-Sudarshan representation, and hene onset

of squeezing implies the existene of some superposition

of oherent states. A next step is to rule out mixtures

of sα-sopi superpositions of oherent states . To de�ne

what we mean by this, we onsider superpositions

|ψsα〉 =
∑

i

ci|αi〉 (42)

where for any |αi〉, |αj〉 suh that ci, cj 6= 0, we have

|αi − αj | ≤ sα for all i, j (sα is a positive number). We

note that for a oherent state |α〉, 〈x〉 = 2α. Thus the

separation of the states with respet to x̂ is de�ned as

Sα = 2sα. The �separation� of the two oherent states

|−α〉 and |α〉 (where α is real) in terms of x orresponds

to Sα = 4α = 2sα, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

We next ask whether the density operator for the sys-

tem an be desribed in terms of the sα- sopi oherent
superpositions, so that

ρ =
∑

r

℘r|ψr
sα〉〈ψ

r
sα | (43)

where eah |ψr
sα〉 is of the form (42). Eah |ψr

sα〉 predits
a variane in x whih has an upper limit given by that of

the superposition (1/
√
2){eiπ/4|− sα/2〉+ e−iπ/4|sα/2〉}.

This state predits a probability distribution P (x) =

1
2

∑

± PG±(x) where

PG±(x) =
1√
2π

exp[
−(x∓ sα)

2

2
] (44)

(Fig.5), whih orresponds to a variane ∆2x = 〈x2〉 =
1+ s2α = 1+S2

α/4. This means eah |ψr
sα〉 is onstrained

to allow only∆2x ≤ 1+s2α, whih implies for eah |ψr
sα〉 a

lower bound on the variane∆2p so that ∆2p ≥ 1/∆2x ≥
1/(1 + s2α). Thus using the result for a mixture (43), we

get that if indeed Eq. (43) an desribe the system, the

variane in p is onstrained to satisfy ∆2p ≥ 1/(1 + s2α).
Thus observation of squeezing ∆2p < 1, so that the

inequality

∆2p < 1/(1 + s2α) (45)

is violated, will allow dedution of superpositions of o-

herent states with separation at least sα. This separation
orresponds to a separation of Sα = 2sα in x between

the two orresponding Gaussian distributions (Fig. 5),

on the sale where ∆2x = 1 is the variane predited by

eah oherent state.

We note that measured values of squeezing ∆p ≈ 0.4
[29℄ would imply sα & 2.2. This on�rms the existene

of a superposition of type

|ψS〉 =
∑

i

ci|αi〉 = c−| − α0〉+ ...+ c+|α0〉 (46)

where a separation of at least sα = |αi−αj | = 2.2 ours
between two oherent states omprising the superposi-

tion, so that we may write α0 = 1.1. Note we have de-

�ned referene axes in phase spae seleted so that the x
axis is the line onneting the two most separated states

|αi〉 and |αj〉 so that |αi − αj | = 2α0 and the p axis uts
bisets this line. Equation (46) an be ompared with ex-

perimental reports [6℄ of generation of extreme oherent

superpositions of type (1/
√
2){eiπ/4| −α0〉+ e−iπ/4|α0〉}

where |α0|2 = 0.79, implying α0 = 0.89. The or-

responding generalized sα−sopi superposition (46) as

on�rmed by the squeezing measurement involves at least

the two extreme states with |α0|2 = 1.2, but ould inlude
other oherent states with |α0| < 1.1.

VIII. PREDICTIONS OF PARTICULAR

QUANTUM STATES

We will now onsider experimental tests of the in-

equalities derived above. An important point is that the

riteria presented are su�ient to prove the existene

of generalized marosopi superpositions, but there are

many marosopi superpositions whih do not satisfy

the above riteria. Nevertheless there are some systems

of urrent experimental interest whih do allow for vi-

olation of the inequalities. We analyse suh ases be-

low, noting that the violation would be predited without

the experimenter needing to make assumptions about the

partiular state involved.
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Figure 5: (a) P (x) for a superposition of oherent states

(1/
√
2){eiπ/4| − α〉 + e−iπ/4|α〉} (here the sale is suh that

∆x = 1 for the oherent state |α〉).
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Figure 6: Plot of 〈x|ρ|x′〉 for a oherent state |α〉, where α =
2.5.

A. Coherent states

The wave funtion for the oherent state |α〉 is

〈x|α〉 = 1

(2π)
1
4

exp{−x
2

4
+ αx− |α|2}. (47)

This gives the expansion in the ontinuous basis set |x〉,
the eigenstates of x̂. Thus for the oherent state

|α〉 =
∑

x

cx|x〉 =
∫

〈x|α〉|x〉dx (48)

The probability distribution for x is the Gaussian (Fig.

4)

P (x) = |〈x|α〉|2 =
1

(2π)
1
2

exp{−(x− 2α)2

2
} (49)

(we take α to be real) entered at 2α and with variane

∆2x = 1.
The oherent state possesses nonzero o�-diagonal el-

ements 〈x|ρ|x′〉 where |x − x′| is large and thus stritly

speaking an be regarded as a generalized marosopi

superposition. However, as x and x′ deviate from 2α,
the matrix elements deay rapidly, and the o�-diagonal

elements deay rapidly with inreasing separation.

〈x|ρ|x′〉 = 1

(2π)
1
2

exp{−(x− 2α)2

4
+

−(x′ − 2α)2

4
} (50)
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Figure 7: Plot of 〈x|ρ|x′〉 for the superposition state (51),

where α = 2.5.

In e�et then, the o�-diagonal elements beome zero for

signi�ant separations |x − x′| ≥ 1 (Fig.6). We an ex-

pet that the detetion of the marosopi aspets of this

superposition will be di�ult. Sine ∆p = 1, it follows
that we an use the riterion (35) to prove oherene be-

tween outomes of x separated by at most S = 2 (Fig.

4), whih orresponds to the separation S = 2∆x.

B. Superpositions of oherent states

The superposition of two oherent states [47℄

|ψ〉 = (1/
√
2){eiπ/4| − α〉+ e−iπ/4|α〉} (51)

where α is real and large is an example of a marosopi

superposition state. The wave funtion in the position

basis is

〈x|ψ〉 = −ieiπ/4e[−x2/4−α2]

√
2(2π)

1
4

{eαx + ie−αx}

We onsider the two omplementary observables x̂
and p̂, and note that the probability distribution P (x)
for x̂ displays two Gaussian peaks entered on x =
±2α (Fig.5): P (x) = 1

2

∑

± PG±(x) where PG±(x) =

exp[−(x∓ 2α)2/2]/
√
2π. Eah Gaussian has variane

∆2x = 1.
The marosopi nature of the superposition is re-

�eted in the signi�ant magnitude of the o�-diagonal

elements 〈x|ρ|x′〉 where x = ±2α and x′ = ∓2α, orre-
sponding to |x− x′| = 4α. In fat

|〈x|ρ|x′〉| = e
−(x2+x′2)

4 −2α2

√
2π

√

cosh(2αx) cosh(2αx′) (52)

as plotted in Fig. 7 and whih for these values of x and

x′ beomes

(1−e−8α2
)

2(2π)
1
2

. With signi�ant o�-diagonal ele-

ments onneting marosopially di�erent values of x,
this superposition is a good example of a generalized

marosopi superposition (7).

Nonetheless we show that the simple linear riteria (35)

and (17) derived from Eq. (4) are not su�iently sensi-

tive to detet the extent of the marosopi oherene of
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Figure 8: (a) P (p) for a superposition (51) of two oherent

states where α = 2.5 and (b) the redued variane ∆2p < 1,
versus α.

this superposition state (51), even though the state (51)

annot be written in the form (10). We point out that

it may be possible to derive further nonlinear onstraints

from Eq. (10) to arrive at more sensitive riteria.

To investigate what an be inferred from riteria (35),

we note that x̂ is the marosopi observable. The

omplementary observable p̂ has distribution P (p) =

exp [−p2/2](1 + sin 2αp)/
√
2π whih exhibits fringes and

has variane ∆2p = 1 − 4α2 exp [−4α2] (Fig. 8). There

is a maximum squeezing of ∆2p ≈ 0.63 at α = 0.5. How-
ever, the squeezing diminishes as α inreases, so the ri-

terion beomes less e�etive as the separation of states of

the marosopi superposition inreases. The maximum

separation S that ould be onlusively inferred from this

riterion is S ≈ 2.5 at α = 0.5.
As disussed in Se. VII, the detetion of squeezing

in p is enough to on�rm the system is not that of the

mixture

ρ = 1/2(|α〉〈α|+ | − α〉〈−α|) (53)

of the two oherent states. In fat, the squeezing rules

out that the system is any mixture of oherent states.

We note though that sine the degree of squeezing ∆p
is small, our riteria is not sensitive enough to rule

out superpositions of marosopially separated oherent

states.

C. Squeezed states

Consider the single-mode momentum squeezed state

[48℄

|ψ〉 = er(a
2−a†2) |0〉 (54)

Here |0〉 is the vauum state. For large values of r these
states are generalized marosopi superpositions of the

−10 −5 0 5 10
0

0.4

0.8

x

∆x=2

P(x)

∆x=0.5

−10
0

10

−10
0

10
0

0.2

0.4

xx’

<
x|

ρ|
x>

Figure 9: (a) Probability distribution for a measurement X
for a momentum-squeezed state. The variane ∆2x inreases

with squeezing in p, to give a marosopi range of outomes,

and for the minimum unertainty state (54) satis�es ∆x∆p =
1. (b) The 〈x|ρ|x′〉 for a squeezed state (54) with r = 13.4
(∆x = 3.67) whih predits 〈a†a〉 = 2.52.

ontinuous set of eigenstates |x〉 of x̂ = a+a†, with wave

funtion

〈x|ψ〉 = 1

(2πσ)
1
4

exp{−x
2

4σ
}, (55)

and assoiated Gaussian probability distribution

P (x) =
1

(2πσ)
1
2

exp{−x
2

2σ
} (56)

The variane is σ = e2r. As the squeeze parameter r
inreases, the probability distribution expands, so that

eventually with large enough r, x an be regarded as a

marosopi observable. This behavior is shown in Fig.

9. The distribution for p is also Gaussian but is squeezed,
meaning that it has redued variane: ∆2p < 1. In

fat, Eq. (54) is a minimum unertainty state, with

∆2p = 1/σ = e−2r
. Where squeezing is signi�ant,

the o�-diagonal elements 〈x|ρ|x′〉 = 〈x|ψ〉〈ψ|x′〉 (where
|x − x′| is large) are signi�ant over a large range of x
values (Fig. 9).

The riterion (17) for the binned outomes is violated

for the ideal squeezed state (54) for values of S up to

0.5
√
σ. The riterion an thus on�rm marosopi su-

perpositions of states with separation of up to half the

standard deviation of the probability distribution of x,
even as ∆x → ∞. This behavior has been reported in

[11℄ and is shown in Fig. 10.

Squeezed systems that are generated experimentally

will not be desribable as the pure squeezed state (54).

This pure state is a minimum unertainty state with

∆x∆p = 1. Typially experimental data will generate

Gaussian probability distributions for both x and p and

with squeezing ∆p < 1 in p, but typially ∆x∆p > 1.
The maximum value of S that an be proved in this
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Figure 10: Detetion of underlying superpositions of size S for

the squeezed minimum unertainty state (54) by violation of

(17) (dashed line of (b)) and (35) (full line of (b)). Smax is the

maximum S for whih the inequalities are violated. Inset of

(b) shows behavior of violation of (17) for general Gaussian-

squeezed states. Inequality (35) depends only on ∆p. The

size of Smax relative to P (x) is illustrated in (a).

ase of the Gaussian states redues to 0 as ∆x∆p (or

∆x∆infp) inreases to ∼ 1.6. This is shown in Fig. 10.

Analysis of reent experimental data for impure states

that allows a violation of Eq. (17) has been reported by

Marquardt et al. [12℄.

The riterion (35), as given by theorem 4, is better

able to detet the superpositions (Fig. 10), partiularly

where the unertainty produt gives ∆x∆p > 1, though
in this ase the superpositions are non-loatable in phase

spae, so that we annot onlude an outome domain for

the states involved in the superposition. This riterion

depends only on the squeezing ∆p in one quadrature and

is not sensitive to the produt ∆x∆p. For ideal squeezed
states with variane ∆2x = σ, one an prove a superposi-
tion of size S = 2

√
σ, four times that obtained from Eq.

(17) (Fig. 10).

Experimental reports [29℄ of squeezing of orders ∆p ≈
0.4 on�rms superpositions of size at least S = 5, whih
is 2.5 times that de�ned by S = 2, whih orresponds to

two standard deviations of the oherent state, for whih

∆x = 1 (Fig. 4).

D. Two-mode squeezed states

Next we onsider the two-mode squeezed state [49℄

er(ab−a†b†)|0〉|0〉 (57)

Here a, b are boson annihilation operators for modes A
and B respetively. The wave funtion 〈x|ψ〉 and distri-

bution P (x) are as in Eqs. (55) and (56), but the variane
in x̂ = XA

is now given by σ = cosh 2r. The x̂ = XA
is

thus a marosopi observable.

In the two-mode ase, the squeezing is in a linear om-

bination PA+PB
of the momenta PA

and PB
at A and

B, rather than in the momentum p̂ = PA
for A itself.

The observable that is omplementary to XA
is of form

P̃ = PA − gPB
where g is a onstant, whih is Eq. (19)

of Se. V. We an selet to evaluate one of the riteria

(23), (38) or (39).

Choosing as our marosopi observable x and our

omplementary one PA − gPB
, we alulate

∆2
infp

A = 1/σ = 1/cosh2r (58)

for the hoie g =
〈

PAPB
〉

/
〈

(PB)2
〉

= −tanhr whih

minimizes ∆2
infp

A
[44℄. The appliation of results to ri-

terion (23) gives the result as in Fig.10, to indiate de-

tetion of superpositions of size S where S = 0.5
√
σ for

the ideal squeezed state (57), and the result shown in the

inset of Fig. 10 if ∆xA∆infp
A > 1.

The predition for the riterion of theorem 3, to detet

superpositions in the position sum XA + XB
by mea-

surement of a narrowed variane in the momenta sum

PA+PB
, is also given by the results of Fig. 10. Calula-

tion for the ideal state (57) predits ∆2(p
A+pB

√
2

) = e−2r

and ∆2(x
A+xB

√
2

) = e+2r
whih orresponds to that of the

one-mode squeezed state. The predition for the maxi-

mum value of S of Theorem 3 is therefore given by the

dashed urves of Fig. 10, and the inset.

A better result is given by Eq. (38), if we are not on-

erned with the loation of the superposition. Where we

use Eq. (38), the degree of redution in ∆2
infp

A
deter-

mines the size of superposition S that may be inferred.

By theorem 5, measurement of ∆infp
A
allows inferene

of superpositions of eigenstates of x̂ separated by at least

S = 2/∆infp
A

(59)

Realisti states are not likely to be pure squeezed states

as given by Eq. (57). Nonetheless the degree of squeez-

ing indiates a size of superposition in XA
, as given by

theorem 5. Experimental values of ∆2
infp

A ≈ 0.76 have

been reported [22℄, to give on�rmation of superpositions

of size S ≈ 2.3, whih is 1.1 times the level of S = 2 that
orresponds to two standard deviations ∆xA = 1 of the

vauum state (Fig. 4).

More frequently, it is the pratie to measure squeez-

ing in the diret sum PA +PB
of momenta. The maro-

sopi observable is then the position sum XA + XB
.

The reports of measured experimental values indiate [23℄

∆2(p
A+pB

√
2

) ≈ 0.4, whih aording to theorem 5 implies

superpositions in (XA+XB)/
√
2 of size S ≈ 3.2, of order

1.6 times the standard vauum state level. The slightly

better experimental result for the superpositions in the

position sum may be understood sine it has been shown

by Bowen et al. [22℄ that, for the Gaussian squeezed
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states, the measurement of ∆2
infp

A
is more sensitive to

loss than that of ∆2(pA + pB). The ∆infp
A
is an asym-

metri measure that enables demonstration of the EPR

paradox [39, 44℄, a strong form of quantum nonloality

[41, 50℄.

IX. CONCLUSION

We have extended our previous work [11℄ and derived

riteria su�ient to detet generalized marosopi (or

S-sopi) superpositions (

∑k2

k1
ck|xk〉) of eigenstates of

an observable x̂. For these superpositions, the important

quantity is the value S of the extent of the superposition,

whih is the range in predition of the observable (S is

the maximum of |xj−xi| where cj , ci 6= 0). This quantity
gives the extent of indeterminay in the quantum predi-

tion for x̂. In this sense, there is a ontrast with the pro-

totype marosopi superposition (of type c2|x2〉+c1|x1〉)
that relates diretly to the essay of Shrödinger [1℄. Suh

a prototype superposition ontains only the two states

that have separation S in their outomes for x. Nonethe-
less, we have disussed how the generalized superposition

is relevant to testing the ideas of Shrödinger, in that

suh marosopi superpositions are shown to be inon-

sistent with the hypothesis of a quantum system being

in at most one of two marosopially separated states.

We have also de�ned the onept of a generalized S-
sopi oherene and the lass of minimum unertainty

theories (MUTs) without diret referene to quantum me-

hanis. The former is introdued in Se. IV as the as-

sumption (3) and is assoiated to the failure of a general-

ized assumption of marosopi reality. This assumption

is that the system is in at most one of two marosop-

ially distinguishable states, but that these underlying

states are not spei�ed to be quantum states. The as-

sumption of MUT is that these omponent states do at

least satisfy the quantum unertainty relations. In the

derivation of the riteria of this paper, only two assump-

tions are made: that the system does satisfy this general-

ized marosopi (S -sopi) reality and that the theory is

a MUT . These assumptions lead to inequalities, whih,

when violated, generate evidene that at least one of the

assumptions must be inorret.

We point out that if, in the event of violation of the

inequalities, we opt to onlude the failure of the MUT

assumption, then this does not imply quantum mehanis

to be inorret, but rather that it is inomplete, in the

sense that the omponent states an themselves not be

quantum states. It an be said then that violation of

the inequalities of this paper implies at least one of the

assumptions of generalized marosopi (S-sopi) reality

and the ompleteness of quantum mehanis is inorret.

There is a similarity with the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen

argument [38℄. In the EPR argument, the assumption

of a form of realism (loal realism) is shown to be in-

onsistent with the ompleteness of quantum mehanis.

Therefore, as a onlusion of that argument, one is left to

onlude that at least one of loal realism and the om-

pleteness of QM is inorret [39, 40, 41℄. EPR opted for

the �rst and took their argument as a demonstration that

quantum mehanis was inomplete. Only after Bell [42℄

was it shown that this was an inorret hoie. Here, as

in the EPR argument, the assumption of a form of re-

alism [marosopi ( S-sopi realism℄ an only be made

onsistent with the preditions of quantum mehanis if

one allows a kind of theory in whih the underlying states

are not restrited by the unertainty relations [11℄.
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APPENDIX A: PROOF OF THEOREM A

We will now prove the statement that oherene be-

tween x1 and x2 is equivalent to a nonzero o�-diagonal

element 〈x1|ρ|x2〉 in the density matrix. As disussed in

Se. II, within quantum mehanis the statement that

there exists oherene between x1 and x2 is equivalent to
the statement that there is no deomposition of the den-

sity matrix of form (2) where ρ1 and ρ2 are density matri-

es suh that 〈x1|ρ2|x1〉 = 〈x2|ρ1|x2〉 = 0. Therefore the-
orem A an be reformulated as saying that 〈x1|ρ|x2〉 = 0
if and only if suh a deomposition does exist.

It is easy to prove the �rst diretion of the equiva-

lene: if ∃{℘1, ℘2, ρ1, ρ2} suh that ρ = ℘1ρ1+℘2ρ2 and
〈x1|ρ2|x1〉 = 〈x2|ρ1|x2〉 = 0, then 〈x1|ρ|x2〉 = 0. To show
this, �rst note that for any density matrix ρ̄ and ∀ {x, x′},
if 〈x|ρ̄|x〉 = 0 then 〈x|ρ̄|x′〉 = 0 , where 〈x|x′〉 = δx,x′

.

Sine by assumption 〈x1|ρ2|x1〉 = 〈x2|ρ1|x2〉 = 0, then
〈x1|ρ|x2〉 =

∑

i ℘i〈x1|ρi|x2〉 = 0.

The onverse an also be proved. We use the fats

that any ρ an always be written as the redued den-

sity matrix of an enlarged pure state, where the system

of interest (all it A) is entangled with an anilla B,
i.e ρ = TrB{|ΨAB〉〈ΨAB|}; and that any bipartite pure

state an always be written in the Shmidt deomposition

(author?) [51℄

|ΨAB〉 =
∑

i

√
ηi|ψi〉|φBi 〉. (60)

where {|ψi〉} and {|φBi 〉} are orthonormal and ηi ∈ [0, 1].
The supersript B denotes the states of the anilla and

the absene of a supersript denotes the states of the sys-

tem of interest, A. We deompose eah pure state |ψi〉
that appears in the Shmidt deomposition in the basis

of eigenstates of x̂ as |ψi〉 =
∑

k ci,k|xk〉. By assump-

tion 〈x1|ρ|x2〉 = 0 and therefore

∑

i ηi〈x1|ψi〉〈ψi|x2〉 =
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∑

i ηici,1c
∗
i,2 = 0. We an expand |ΨAB〉 as

|ΨAB〉 = |x1〉|1̃B〉+ |x2〉|2̃B〉+
∑

k>2, i

√
ηici,k|xk〉|φBi 〉,

(61)

where we de�ne the (unnormalized) |1̃B〉 ≡
∑

i

√
ηici,1|φBi 〉 and |2̃B〉 ≡ ∑

i

√
ηici,2|φBi 〉. The inner

produt of these two vetors is 〈1̃B|2̃B〉 =
∑

i ηici,1c
∗
i,2.

But as shown above

∑

i ηici,1c
∗
i,2 = 0, so |1̃B〉 and |2̃B〉

are orthogonal. We an therefore de�ne an orthonormal

basis with the (normalized) |1B〉 = |1̃B〉/
√
∑

i ηi|ci,1|2
and |2B〉 = |2̃B〉/

√
∑

i ηi|ci,2|2, plus additional |jB〉with
3 ≤ j ≤ D, where D is the dimension of subsystem B's
Hilbert spae. Taking the trae of ρAB = |ΨAB〉〈ΨAB|
therefore yields

ρ = TrB{ρAB}
= 〈1B| ρAB |1B〉+ 〈2B| ρAB |2B〉

+
∑

j>2

〈jB| ρAB |jB〉 . (62)

Now referring to expansion (61), we see that

〈1B|ρAB|1B〉 =
∑

i ηi|ci,1|2|x1〉〈x1| and 〈2B|ρAB|2B〉 =
∑

i ηi|ci,2|2|x2〉〈x2|. We then de�ne ρ1 ≡ |x1〉〈x1|,
℘1 ≡ ∑

i ηi|ci,1|2, ℘2 = 1 − ℘1 and ρ2 ≡
1
℘2

{∑i ηi|ci,2|2|x2〉〈x2| +
∑

j>2〈jB |ρAB|jB〉}. Obviously
〈x2|ρ1|x2〉 = 0, and by substituting Eq. (61) into ρ2 we

see that 〈x1|ρ2|x1〉 = 0. Therefore ρ an be deomposed

as ρ = ℘1ρ1 + ℘2ρ2 with 〈x1|ρ2|x1〉 = 〈x2|ρ1|x2〉 = 0 as

desired.

APPENDIX B

We wish to prove that if ρ an be written as

ρmix = ℘LρL +℘RρR, then ∆2
inf,mixp

A ≥ ℘L∆
2
inf,Lp

A +

℘R∆
2
inf,Rp

A
, where

∆2
inf,Jp

A =
∑

pB

℘J(p
B)∆2

J (p
A|pB).

The subsript J refers to the ρJ from whih the proba-

bilities are alulated.

We have

∆2
inf,mixp

A =
∑

pB

Pmix(p
B)∆2

mix(p
A|pB)

=
∑

pB

∑

pA

Pmix(p
A, pB)(pA − 〈pA|pB〉mix)

2

≥
∑

pB

∑

pA

∑

I=R,L

℘IPI(p
A, pB)(pA − 〈pA|pB〉I)2

The inequality follows beause 〈pA|pB〉mix is the mean of

P (pA|pB) for ρmix, and the hoie a =
∑

p P (p)p = 〈p〉
will minimize

∑

p P (p)(p − a)2. From this the required

result follows.
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